APPENDIX 1

Elgin City Centre Masterplan Engagement
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Online
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Park pop up event

25%
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Moray residents
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Comments received
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Postcard comments
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192,708 reach
24,999 engagement
389 posts shared
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What you said

75%

Strongly/fairly or support proposals to improve the appearance
and attractiveness of Thunderton Place.

85%

Strongly/fairly or support proposals to ‘green’ the City Centre by
planting more trees and shrubs in streets and spaces and
creating green walls.

45%

Had no support for a high quality hotel within the City Centre at
Lossie Green Car Park.

85%

Strongly/some support for infrastructure to make walking and
cycling the preferred choice for short journeys in the City
Centre.

100%
90%
100%

Supported proposals to regenerate South Street by bringing
empty properties back into use, widening pavements and
greening the street with trees and planting.
Strongly support or support the redevelopment of the town hall
as a multi-purpose theatre/cinema and performance space.
Supported bringing vacant and derelict sites and properties
above shops back into use.

Changes we propose
Lack of support for Lossie
Green car park as hotel site

Replace mini golf and
create splash park
Identify measure to
address climate change

Remove proposed hotel site and
replace with a search area for hotel
which excludes Lossie Green
Mini golf and splash park
to be fed into design proposals
for Cooper Park
Explore opportunities for
renewable energy creation at
Cooper Park

Lack of support for angel
fountain in the pond

Revisit public art installation for
Cooper Park pond

Enhance connection from
Northport to Cooper Park

Explore new active travel bridge
connecting Northport and Cooper
Park

